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3 mood (n) a special state of feeling 心情

3 riding hood (n)
a loose, sleeveless piece of clothing with a part that can be pulled up

to cover your head 帶帽子的披肩

4 clearing (n) an area where trees and bushes have been removed 林中空地

4 huff/puff (v) to blow hard and loudly;噴出

6 tease (v) to make fun of 取笑

6 bacon (n) smoked pork 煙肉

6 mutter (v) to speak in a low voice 低聲說

8 goodies (n) (usually plural) pleasant things 吸引人的東西

10 deliver (v) to bring something to someone 運送

12 giggle (v to laugh like a child 咯咯地笑

12 admit (v) to agree that something is true 承認

12 lately (adv) recently 最近

12 muscle (n) a body part that covers your bones and makes you move 肌肉

12 used to (v) existed in the past but no longer exists now 曾經

14 get back into shape (idiom)to become fit and healthy again 回復體態

16 give up (phr v) to stop trying 放棄

16 dangle (v) to hang or swing loosely 垂著擺動

18 pool ring (n) a floating object you wear around you waist to help you swim 救生圈

18 armband (n) a floating object you wear around your arms to help you swim 救生臂

20 bulging (adj) sticking out 突起的

22 spin (v) to turn around 旋轉

26 creature (n) a living thing 生物

26 crack (n) a long narrow opening 裂縫

26 snooze (n) a short sleep 小睡

26 scaredy cat (n) someone who is easily frightened 膽小鬼

27 cavern (n) a large cave 大山洞

27 mermaid (n) a woman with a fish’s tail in fairy stories 美人魚

27 orchestra (n)
a large group of musicians who play different instruments together 管

弦樂團

28 out of tune (phr) playing or singing the wrong notes 走調

28 tuba (n) a large low-pitched brass instrument 大號

28 trombone (n)
a brass instrument consisting of a long tube whose length can be

varied 伸縮號

36 ace (adj) really good 一流的

36 avoid (v) to stay away from something 避免

36 speeding (adj) moving with great speed 高速行駛的

36 road hog (n) a driver who blocks others 自私的司機
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38 runny (adj) (of the nose) producing more fluid than usual 流鼻涕的

38 sticky (adj) covered with glue-like stuff 黏性的

38 slimy (adj) covered in a sticky liquid 黏糊糊的

38 mucus (n) a thick liquid produced by the body 粘液

38 germ (n) a very small organism that can cause disease 細菌

38 regularly (adv) often 經常地

40 cheetah (n) a kind of wild animals in the cat family 印度豹

40 blend in (phr v) to look the same as the surrounding 融入

40 scenery (n) the view of the natural environment 風景

41 yeti (n)
a large human-like creature that lives in the Himalayas in some stories

雪人

42 zigzag (v) to take a series of sharp turns while you move 沿之字線移動

42 avalanche (n) a slide of large masses of snow and ice down a mountain 雪崩

42 hurtle (v) to move at a high speed uncontrollably 猛衝

44 mound (n) a large pile of something 一堆

45 somersault (n)
a rolling movement in which you move your heels over your head to

make a complete turn 觔斗

46 astonished (adj) very surprised 非常驚喜
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